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This case involves the review of a sentencing judge’s imposition of a 25-year, no

possibility of parole, sentence for an armed robbery that was committed on October 2, 1997. 

The sentence at issue was imposed by the Circuit Court for Baltimore County in 2002 in

reliance upon Article 27, section 643(B)(d) (1957, 1996 Repl. Vol. 2001 Supp.) (now

Maryland Code (2012 Repl. Vol.)) Criminal Law Article, section 14-101(d).   1

When Dingle was sentenced in 2002, Article 27, section 643(B)(c), provided that:

(c) Third conviction of crime of violence. – . . . any person who (1) has been

convicted on two separate occasions of a crime of violence where the

convictions do not arise from a single incident, and (2) has served at least one

term of confinement in a correctional institution as a result of a conviction of

a crime of violence, shall be sentenced, on being convicted a third time of a

crime of violence, to imprisonment for the term allowed by law, but, in any

event, not less than 25 years.  The court may not suspend all or part of the

mandatory 25-year sentence required under this subsection, and the person

shall not be eligible for parole except in accordance with the provisions of

§ 4-305 of the Correctional Services Article.   A separate occasion shall be[2]

In the subject case, appellant was initially tried by a jury and convicted of armed1

robbery and related offenses in 1998, but those convictions were subsequently reversed on

appeal.  He was retried in 2002 and, besides the imposition of a 25-year, no possibility of

parole sentence on one count of robbery with a dangerous and deadly weapon, Dingle was

also sentenced to serve consecutive terms of 20 years for one count of use of a handgun in

the commission of a crime of violence and 15 years for a second count of robbery with a

dangerous and deadly weapon for a total aggregate sentence of 60 years.  A concurrent

sentence of 15 years was imposed for one count of attempted robbery with a dangerous and

deadly weapon.  The sentences imposed in 2002 were identical to the ones originally imposed

in 1998.  

Section 4-305(a) of the Correctional Services Article provides:2

§ 4-305. Parole. 

     (a) In general. – After transfer of an inmate to the [Patuxent] Institution for

treatment as an eligible person but before expiration of the inmate’s sentence,

(continued...)



considered one in which the second or succeeding offense is committed after

there has been a charging document filed for the preceding occasion.  

Both robbery and armed robbery are considered “crimes of violence” as that term is

used in Article 27, section 643(B)(d).  

On the date Dingle was sentenced in 2002 for armed robbery with a deadly weapon,

the parties were in agreement that Dingle had one prior conviction of a crime of violence for

which he had served a term of confinement in a correctional institution.  The parties were at

odds, however, as to whether he had a second conviction of a crime of violence.  

(...continued)2

the Board of Review may grant a parole from the Institution for a period not

exceeding 1 year if the Board of Review concludes that the parole:

(1) will not impose an unreasonable risk on society; and

(2) will assist in the remediation of the eligible person.

(Emphasis added).  

The pertinent definition section of the Correctional Services Article is:

 

§ 4-101 Definitions.

   (e) Eligible person. – (1) “Eligible person” means an individual who:

(i) has been convicted of a crime and is serving a sentence of

imprisonment with at least 3 years remaining on the sentence;

(ii) has an intellectual impairment or emotional imbalance;

(iii) is likely to respond favorably to the programs and services that the

Institution provides:

(iv) can better respond to remediation through those programs and

services than by other incarceration; and

(v) meets the eligibility criteria that the Secretary establishes under

§ 4-208(b) of this title.  
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The controversy concerned case no. 87-CR-1568, which had been filed in the Circuit

Court for Baltimore County against Dingle in 1987.  When Dingle received the mandatory

25 years without possibility of parole sentence in the subject case in 2002, the criminal file

in case no. 87-CR-1568 could not be located.  Therefore, the State relied on the certified

docket entries in that case to prove the second crime of violence conviction.  The docket

entries in 87-CR-1568 show that on May 30, 1990, Dingle appeared in court and proceeded

to trial on a not guilty agreed statement of facts.  He was found guilty of count V, which

charged him with having committed a robbery.  On May 30, 1990, according to the docket

entries, Dingle was given a time served sentence as to count V and all the remaining counts

in that case were nolle prossed by the prosecutor.  In addition to the certified docket entries,

the State relied on the contents of a pre-sentence investigation, which showed the

aforementioned May 30, 1990 conviction for robbery.  

At the 2002 sentencing hearing, Dingle’s counsel objected to the admission into

evidence of the certified docket entries in 87-CR-1568 and objected as well to the portion of

the pre-sentence investigation that showed the May 30, 1990 conviction.  

Mr. Dingle took the stand at the 2002 sentencing hearing and testified that, contrary

to the docket entries, he had not been found guilty of count V in case no. 87-CR-1568. 

According to Dingle, when he appeared in court on May 30, 1990, all counts in that case

were nolle prossed by the prosecutor.  
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Before imposing the 25-year sentence for armed robbery, the sentencing judge in the

case here at issue opined that Mr. Dingle’s recollection of the facts as to what had happened

12 years earlier, in 1990, was partially but not totally accurate.  The judge explained:

He is right when he says certain counts were nol prossed, the docket entry

reflects that.  May well be this happened so quickly he doesn’t remember that.

In other words, to get to the nol pros part he had to plead guilty with the

understanding of, yes, he would get out of jail today.  I accept that testimony

that he gave from [the] witness [stand] . . . the lawyer said, look, you get out

of jail today.  All you got to do is plead guilty.  The State is going to nol pros[]

the balance of charges and you walk today.  I can understand why in that

position he would not remember with great specificity the actual details of

what happened but the highlights of it.  

He testified here today [about] the highlights.  What he testified to

today dovetails very nicely with the docket entries.  Again, I appreciate

[defense counsel’s] argument.  It is well thought out, impassioned and

compelling.  The Court finds the [docket] entries, . . . are sufficient to allow

it to count the conviction [in 87-CR-1568] as a predicate conviction for

purposes of [an] enhanced sentence.  

After Dingle was sentenced in 2002, he filed a direct appeal to this Court in which he

did not take issue with the imposition of the 25-year (no possibility of parole) sentence for

armed robbery.  Instead, the only issues raised on direct appeal were whether his right to due

process of law was violated when he was denied access to signed statements of bank

employees and whether the trial court erred in admitting certain physical evidence.  In an

unreported opinion filed by a panel of this Court on September 8, 2003, Dingle’s conviction

was affirmed.  The Court of Appeals denied certiorari on December 16, 2003.  
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On November 29, 2004, Dingle, pro se, filed a petition for post-conviction relief,

which was subsequently supplemented by counsel.  The petition contained a number of

contentions concerning ineffective assistance of trial and appellate counsel.  After two

hearings concerning the post-conviction relief petition, the circuit court, by an opinion and

order dated August 30, 2006, granted Dingle the right to file a belated motion for

modification of sentence but otherwise denied all other post-conviction relief.  An

application for leave to appeal to this Court was denied in an unreported opinion filed on

May 29, 2007.  

Next, Dingle filed a petition for writ of habeas corpus in the United States District

Court for the District of Maryland in which he contended, once again, that he had received 

ineffective assistance of counsel in the subject case at both the trial and appellate levels.  By

a memorandum and order dated July 7, 2009, the petition for the issuance of a writ of habeas

corpus was denied by the federal court.  

On April 13, 2013, Dingle filed a motion to correct an illegal sentence, in which he

relied upon Md. Rule 4-345(a).   In his motion, Dingle argued that the trial court, in 2002,3

was without authority to impose an enhanced sentence of 25 years without the possibility of

parole because, purportedly, the State had not adequately and properly proven the requisite

two predicate convictions beyond a reasonable doubt.  More specifically, Dingle contended

Md. Rule 4-345(a) reads: 3

    (a) Illegal Sentence.  The court may correct an illegal sentence at any time.
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that the sentencing judge erred in accepting the docket entries in case no. 87-CR-1568 as

adequate proof of his prior conviction of robbery in that case.  

The State filed an answer to Dingle’s motion to correct an illegal sentence in which

it pointed out, quoting Matthews v. State, 424 Md. 503, 512 (2012), that in order to grant a

motion to correct an illegal sentence “the illegality must inhere in the sentence itself[.]” 

Again, relying on Matthews, the State maintained that a sentence cannot be considered

“inherently illegal” pursuant to Md. Rule 4-345(a), unless the sentence exceeds the limits

imposed by law, be it statute or rule.  According to the State’s answer, no illegality was

inherent in the sentence itself inasmuch as the sentencing judge had made a finding of fact,

based on the docket entries, that appellant had been found guilty of robbery in case no.

87-CR-1568.  The State  took the position that it was now too late to challenge the mandatory

sentence imposed and that if Dingle had wished to make such a challenge he should have

done so back in 2002 when he filed his direct appeal.  

By order dated May 13, 2013, the Circuit Court for Baltimore County denied Dingle’s

motion to correct an illegal sentence on the grounds that, as argued by the State, the sentence

imposed was “inherently lawful.”  

In this timely appeal, Dingle presents two questions, viz.: 

(1) Did the trial court err in finding that [a]ppellant was not entitled to

consideration and/or relief under Rule 4-345(a) because [a]ppellant’s sentence

is/was “inherently lawful[?].”  

(2) Is the State’s burden of proving . . . the predicate act(s) necessary for

imposition of enhanced sentence under Article 27, Section 643B(d) [now
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Criminal Law § 14-101(d)] satisfied solely by the admission of certified docket

entries if the [d]efendant objects to and expressly challenges the accuracy of

the docket entries[?].  

Although two questions are presented, Dingle presents only one argument in his brief,

viz.: 

The State’s burden of proving . . . the predicate act(s) necessary for

imposition of enhanced sentence under Article 27, Section 643B(d) [now

Criminal Law Article, § 14-101(d)] beyond a reasonable doubt is not and/or

should not be satisfied solely by the admission of certified docket entries

where the [d]efendant expressly objects to the admission of the records and

challenges the accuracy of the docket entries.  

I.

ANALYSIS

The State, relying upon Bryant v. State. 436 Md. 653 (2014), contends that the issue

presented by Dingle has not been preserved for appellate review because Dingle could have,

but did not, challenge the sentence on direct review.  We agree with the State and shall hold

that Bryant is dispositive.  In Bryant, one of the questions presented to the Court of Appeals

was: “[i]s a claim that the State failed to present sufficient evidence for the imposition of a

subsequent offender sentence reviewable on appeal as a challenge to an illegal

sentence . . . ?”  Id. at 659.  The Court answered that question in the negative.  Id. at 666.  

In Bryant, the appellant received an enhanced sentence (25 years without possibility

of parole) based upon two prior drug convictions.  Id. at 657.  On appeal, Bryant contended

that the evidence introduced at the sentencing hearing was insufficient to prove that he was 

the person who had two prior drug convictions.  He relied on the fact that “there was some
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discrepancy in the record as to Petitioner’s birth date and incarceration dates.”  Id. at 665. 

The judge who imposed the enhanced sentence in Bryant, found that the petitioner was the

person with the two prior convictions.  Id. at 666.  But when Bryant was initially sentenced,

his trial counsel did not object to the sufficiency of the State’s evidence.  On appeal, to avoid

the fact that the issue had not been raised below, Bryant invoked, inter alia, Md. Rule

4-345(a), which allows an illegal sentence to be challenged at any time.  Id. at 659.  The

Bryant Court said: 

The Court of Special Appeals held that Bryant’s claim with regard to

his enhanced punishment was not properly preserved for review, stating that

“[u]pon Bryant’s conviction, he became eligible for enhanced sentencing; thus

the sentence imposed was not intrinsically and substantively unlawful.  What

is challenged is not the sentence itself, but the sufficiency of the evidence to

support the sentence, which, if not raised at the trial court, cannot be raised for

the first time on direct appeal.”  We agree.  Where the predicate convictions

both qualified under the enhanced sentencing statute and the trial court was

“satisfied that the qualifications . . . have been met,” Petitioner’s sentence was

not “inherently illegal.”  Therefore, Petitioner’s complaint is not properly

before this Court.  See Chaney [v. State] , 397 Md. [460] at 466-67, 918 A.2d

at 510 [(2007)] (holding that the challenged sentence was not illegal and that

“any other deficiency in the sentence that may be grounds for an appellate

court to vacate it – impermissible considerations in imposing it, for example-

must ordinarily be raised in or decided by the trial court and presented for

appellate review in a timely-filed direct appeal”).  Moreover, as we stated in

State v. Wilkins, “a motion to correct an illegal sentence is not an alternative

method of obtaining belated appellate review of the proceedings that led to the

imposition or judgment and sentence in a criminal case.”  393 Md. [269] at

273, 900 A.2d at 768 [(2006)].  

Id. at 666 (footnote omitted) (emphasis added).  

As in Bryant, what Dingle complains about in this case is what he contends to be a

procedural flaw in the State’s proof concerning a predicate conviction.  But, as Bryant
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demonstrates, procedural flaws of this type may not be corrected by means of a Rule 4-345(a)

motion to correct an illegal sentence.  Id. at 665.  Moreover, as the Court held in Chaney v.

State, 397 Md. 460, 466-67 (2007), contentions that the trial judge used impermissible

considerations in imposing a mandatory sentence must ordinarily be raised on direct appeal

and not by a motion to correct an illegal sentence.  

But even if Dingle were allowed to bring up a “procedural flaw,” by way of a Md.

Rule 4-345(a) motion, he would not benefit.  As the Court held in Bowman v. State, 314 Md.

725, 734 (1989), docket entries, properly authenticated, may suffice to prove a prior

conviction of a crime of violence.  Here there was no question but that the docket entries in

87-CR-1568 were properly authenticated.  

Appellant agrees that Bowman sets forth the general rule, but contends that the rule

is inapplicable when, as here, a defendant takes the stand and testifies that the docket entries

are inaccurate.  He cites no authority for that proposition.  And, in any event, we reject it

because we fail to see why the applicable rule should change simply because a defendant

unsuccessfully attempts to discredit the accuracy of the docket entries.  

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED; COSTS TO BE

PAID BY APPELLANT.
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